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Abstract
We develop tests of the proportional hazards assumption, with re-
spect to a continuous covariate, in the presence of unobserved hetero-
geneity with unknown distribution at the individual observation level.
The proposed tests are specially powerful against ordered alternatives
useful for modeling non-proportional hazards situations. By contrast
to the case when the heterogeneity distribution is known up to …nite
dimensional parameters, the null hypothesis for the current problem
is similar to a test for absence of covariate dependence. However,
the two testing problems di¤er in the nature of relevant alternative
hypotheses. We develop tests for both the problems against ordered
alternatives. Small sample performance and an application to real
data highlight the usefulness of the framework and methodology.
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1 Introduction
The main contribution of this paper is to develop tests for proportional haz-
ards in the presence of individual level unobserved heterogeneity with com-
pletely unrestricted and unknown distribution. The proportional hazards
assumption, routinely made in empirical duration studies, is often violated
in applications. Further, allowing for an arbitrary unobserved heterogene-
ity distribution is useful in the hazard regression analyses. Our tests are
developed in the context of a very general hazard regression model with no
restrictions on duration dependence, minimal structure on the covariate ef-
fects, and with arbitrary unobserved heterogeneity. Importantly, the form
of our test statistic is new to the literature, and the applicability of our
asymptotic results go beyond the scope of the current problem.
The Cox regression model (Cox, 1972), and more generally the propor-
tional hazards (PH) model, provides a convenient way to evaluate the in‡u-
ence of one or several covariates on the hazard rate of duration spells, and
thus plays an important role in the theory and practice of hazard regression
models. However, the PH speci…cation substantially restricts interdepen-
dence between the explanatory variables and duration in determining the
hazard. In particular, the Cox PH model restricts coe¢cients of the regres-
sors in the logarithm of the hazard function to be constant over duration.
This may not hold in many situations, or may even be unreasonable from
the point of view of relevant theory. Since such misspeci…cations lead to
misleading inferences about the e¤ects of explanatory variables and shape of
the baseline hazard, testing the PH assumption has been an area of active
research.
Most of the analytical tests are either omnibus tests or tests in which the
PH model is embedded in a larger class of semiparametric models. However,
many of these tests are not satisfactory. While the omnibus tests usually
have low power, the semiparametric alternatives typically make unveri…able
assumptions about the shape of the regression function. Further, when the
PH assumption does not hold, applied researchers seek additional information
regarding the nature of the covariate e¤ects. In this context, it is often useful
to explore whether the hazard rate for one level of the covariate increases in
duration relative to another level, particularly when the covariate is discrete
(two-sample or -sample setup).1
In the two-sample setup, Gill and Schumacher (1987) and Deshpande
and Sengupta (1995) developed analytical tests of the PH hypothesis against
1This kind of situation could arise, for example, if the coe¢cient of the covariate is not
constant over time, or is dependent on some other (possibly unobserved) covariate.
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the alternative of ‘increasing hazard ratio’, which is equivalent to convex
partial order of the duration distribution in the two samples.2 Under the
same setup, Sengupta et al. (1998) proposed a test of the PH model against
the weaker alternative hypothesis of ‘increasing ratio of cumulative hazards’
(star ordering of the two samples). These two-sample tests are useful for
analysing duration data – not only are they powerful in detecting departures
from proportionality, they also provide further clues about the nature of
covariate dependence. However, their use in applications is limited because
important covariates are often continuous (Horowitz and Neumann, 1992).
Bhattacharjee (2008) extended the notion of monotone hazard ratio in
two samples to the continuous covariate case, and proposed tests for propor-
tionality against ordered alternatives. These tests are useful when there is
random e¤ects heterogeneity in the nature of shared frailties, or when the
distribution of individual level unobserved heterogeneity belongs to a known
…nite dimensional family. However, this approach is not applicable when the
heterogeneity distribution is arbitrary and unknown.
In this paper, we develop tests for proportional hazards while allowing
for an arbitrary unobserved heterogeneity distribution. This is very impor-
tant, since both simulations (Bretagnolle and Huber-Carol, 1988; Baker and
Melino, 2000) and empirical applications (Heckman and Singer, 1984a,b; Kei-
ding et al., 1997) show that inference is sensitive to the choice of the un-
observed heterogeneity distribution. Further, characterising the unobserved
heterogeneity distribution is a notoriously di¢cult problem (Horowitz, 1999).
Also, our tests are applicable in very general settings, with no restrictions on
duration dependence and only weak separability assumptions on the nature
of covariate dependence.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the pro-
posed test for proportional hazards under the mixed non-proportional haz-
ards (MNPH) model incorporating unrestricted univariate heterogeneity. Iden-
tifying conditions of the MNPH model imply that testing for the PH assump-
tion is the same testing as testing for equality of conditional hazard functions.
Therefore, we extend tests for equality of hazard rates in two samples to test-
ing for absence of covariate dependence with respect to continuous covari-
ates, and then adapt these tests to our main testing problem. In Section 3,
we develop the tests, outlining the relevant alternative hypotheses, assump-
tions and asymptotic properties, and discuss choice of weight functions. We
present results of a Monte Carlo study in Section 4, followed by a real life
application in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2Throughout this paper, the word ‘increasing’ means ‘non-decreasing’, and ‘decreasing’
means ‘non-increasing’.
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2 Formulation of the testing problems
2.1 Testing proportional hazards
We …rst consider the standard mixed proportional hazards (MPH) model:
 (j =   =   = ) = 0 () exp
£
 + 

 + 
¤
() ln ¤0( ) = ¡
¡
 + 

 +  + 
¢
(1)
where ¤0() =
R

0
0() is an increasing function of arbitary shape (the
cumulative baseline hazard function),  is the covariate under test and 
the vector of other covariates, log-heterogeneity  has an arbitrary distrib-
ution that is independent of the covariates  and , and  has an extreme
value distribution; see, for example, Horowitz (1999). Since  has an ar-
bitrary distribution, so does  + , and hence this is a special case of the
monotonic transformation model considered, for example, by Han (1987),
Sherman (1993) and Horowitz (1996).
Since our interest here is in testing whether the hazard functions condi-
tional on di¤erent values of the covariate  are proportional, we now con-
sider a more general mixed non-proportional hazards (MNPH) model where
in addition to unrestricted univariate heterogeneity, the covariates have po-
tentially non-proportional hazard e¤ects modeled through time varying co-
e¢cients. The model is described by
 (j =  =   = ) = 0 () exp
£
 () + ()

 + 
¤
 (2)
with covariates  and , which are both allowed to have potentially time
varying e¤ects ( () and ()).
3 Under this model, the null hypothesis of
proportional hazards corresponds to covariate e¤ects constant over duration
H0 : () ´  (3)
and the ordered alternative of monotone covariate e¤ects
 (j = 2  =   = )
 (j = 1  =   = ) "  whenever 2  1 for all   (4)
corresponds to increasing time varying coe¢cients
H1 : () "  (5)
3While we assume …xed covariates for simplicity, time varying covariates can be con-
sidered by a simple extension. Speci…cally, we can place a histogram sieve (Grenander,
1981) on the covariate over the duration scale, and restrict the time varying coe¢cient
corresponding to every time interval to be zero except on the speci…c interval considered.
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While, we assume the MNPH model (2) for expositional simplicity, the meth-
ods developed here are valid within the context of the model
 (j =   =   = ) = 0 () exp [ ( ) +  ( ) + ] 
where the covariate e¤ects are completely unrestricted. This is about the
most general hazard regression model that can be considered in this problem.4
Su¢cient conditions for identi…ability of the MNPH model with individ-
ual level unobserved heterogeneity and time varying coe¢cients (2) is the
inclusion of a covariate with proportional hazards that has support over the
whole real line (McCall, 1996). We feel this condition may be justi…able in
empirical applications. McCall (1996) suggests estimation of the model using
the histogram sieve estimator (Murphy and Sen, 1991) for time varying coe¢-
cients, in combination with unrestricted heterogeneity distribution modeled
as a sequence of discrete multinomial mixtures with increasing number of
support points (Heckman and Singer, 1984a).
The alternative hypothesis (4, 5) is similar to the increasing hazard ratio
for continuous covariate () condition (Bhattacharjee, 2008), suggest-
ing that tests similar to Bhattacharjee (2008) may be useful here. However,
the formulation of our testing problem has to be modi…ed to re‡ect the iden-
tifying restrictions of the transformation model (1, 2).5 Speci…cally, since the
MNPH model still continues to hold if a constant is added to both sides, a
location normalisation is required for identi…cation. This can be achieved by
setting
¤0(0) ´ 1
for some …xed and …nite 0  0.6 In fact, our tests of the PH assumption will
be based on the shape of the estimated baseline hazard function conditional
on di¤erent values of the covariate . Accordingly, the above normalisation
4The main assumption underlying this model is that of multiplicative separability of
the e¤ect of ,  and  on the conditional hazard rate.
5Strictly speaking, the MNPH model (2) is not a linear transformation model. However,
it can be cast as a transformation model, if one makes the assumption that the time
varying coe¢cients are piecewise constant, changing values across known intervals. In the
histogram sieve implementation, the width of these intervals is allowed to decrease to zero
with sample size.
6Note that, the MNPH model has an important distinction from the standard transfor-
mation model. Here,  and  are exactly identi…ed by the fact that  has the extreme
value distribution. Since the scale of  is …xed, a scale transformation is not required in
this case. However, the scale parameter is di¢cult to estimate, which has implications for
the rate of convergence of model estimates. The fastest achievable rate of convergence for
the cumulative baseline hazard function estimates is only ¡25 (Ishwaran, 1996), which is
slower than the usual convergence rate of ¡12; see Horowitz (1999) for further discussion.
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takes the form
¤0(0j = ) =
Z

0
0() exp [ () ]  ´ 1 (6)
conditional on every covariate value  = 
Because of the scale normalisation, the baseline cumulative hazard func-
tion in (6) is only identi…ed upto a factor of proportionality, restricting it
to take the value unity at a …xed duration 0. As a result, if the covari-
ate  has proportional hazards e¤ect, the constrained baseline cumulative
hazard function conditional on di¤erent covariate values will be equal. Corre-
spondingly, nonproportional covariate e¤ects imply that cumulative baseline
hazard functions conditional on di¤erent covariate values, while constrained
to be equal at 0, will be di¤erent at other durations. Therefore, nonpro-
portionality implies violation of equality of the cumulative baseline hazard
functions condtional on di¤erent covariate values.
In other words, the above normalisation renders testing for proportion-
ality equivalent to testing the equality of hazard functions conditional on
di¤erent values of the chosen covariate, . Based on the above argument,
our modi…ed null hypothesis is
H0 : ¤0(j = ) = ¤0() for all 
() 0(j = 1) = 0(j = 2) for all 1 6= 2 (7)
where 0(j = ) = 0() exp [¡ ( () )]. The proposed test will extend
two sample tests for equality of hazard functions to the continuous covariate
setup. The relevant alternative hypotheses, discussed in Section 3, will de-
termine the appropriate choice of the underlying two-sample test statistics
from various options available from the literature.
2.2 Testing absence of covariate dependence
We now turn to a related testing problem suggested by the modi…ed null
hypothesis (7). Since the null hypothesis of proportional hazards is equivalent
to equality of baseline hazard rates conditional on di¤erent values of the
index covariate , the above testing problem is closely related to testing
for the absence of covariate dependence. This itself is an important inference
problem, particularly since understanding the nature of covariate dependence
is one of the main objectives of regression analysis of duration data.
We consider the general hazard regression model (without unobserved
heterogeneity)
 (j =  = ) = 0 () exp [ ( ) +  ( )] 
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where, as before,  and  are covariates with completely unrestricted co-
variate e¤ects. Our interest is to test whether the covariate  has any e¤ect
on the hazard rate. As discussed in Bhattacharjee (2004), by suitable trans-
formations and use of the histogram sieve, the e¤ect of the other covariates
 can be approximated by time varying e¤ects:
 ( ) = ()


which is a convenient form for regression modeling.
Within the context of the above model, absence of covariate dependence
can be assessed by conducting a test of the hypothesis
H0 : 0(j = ) = () for all 
() 0(j = 1) = 0(j = 2) for all 1 6= 2 (8)
against relevant alternatives. The similarity between the above null hypoth-
esis (8) and that for testing proportional hazards (7) suggests that similar
tests can be developed for either case.
The choice of the alternative hypothesis usually depends on the expected
nature of covariate dependence. We propose tests for the null hypothesis of
absence of covariate dependence where the covariate is continuous and the
alternative hypothesis is either omnibus
H1 : not H0 (9)
or trended (when the covariate has positive or negative e¤ect), or changepoint
trended (when the sign of the covariate e¤ect, positive or negative, varies over
di¤erent regions of the sample space). We will focus mainly on trended and
changepoint trended alternatives since these are more useful in regression
modeling; we discuss relevant alternative hypotheses in Section 3.
Finally, note that we have not considered unrestricted unobserved het-
erogeneity in our regression model speci…cation for the test for absence of
covariate dependence. In fact, an important implication of the location nor-
malisation (6) inherent in the corresponding MNPH model is that, absense of
covariate dependence cannot be tested in this model. This is because equality
of the conditional hazard rates also results from proportional (but unequal)
conditional hazard functions. However, models with either shared frailty or
with …nite dimensional heterogeneity distributions are accommodated easily
within our framework. Further, the case of unrestricted unobserved het-
erogeneity distribution can be addressed under the time varying coe¢cients
model, by developing tests for the condition () = 0 for all ; we do not
discuss this case here.
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2.3 Estimation of baseline hazard functions
Our proposed inference procedures for the above two testing problems will be
based on estimates of the conditional baseline cumulative hazard functions.
Various candidate estimators for the cumulative baseline hazard b¤0 (j1) b¤0 (j2)    , conditional on di¤erent covariate values  = 1 2   , in
models including additional covariates, , and possibly unrestricted univari-
ate unobserved heterogeneity, are available in the literature.
For the hazard regression model with time varying coe¢cients but without
unobserved heterogeneity, the histogram sieve estimator (Murphy and Sen,
1991) can be used. While several alternative estimators have been proposed
in the literature, including the ones proposed by Zucker and Karr (1990) and
Martinussen et al. (2002), we use the histogram sieve estimator in our tests
for absence of covariate dependence. The choice is based on simplicity for
use and interpretation.
For duration data with shared frailties, one can either use the marginal
modeling approach with unrestricted heterogeneity distribution (Spiekerman
and Lin, 1998), or assume gamma frailties and use the e¢cient estimator
proposed by Parner (1998). Kosorok et al. (2004) have proposed another
estimator, which can be used when the distribution of individual level un-
observed heterogeneity can be assumed to belong to a given one-parameter
family of continuous distributions.
For the tests of proportional hazards, we focus on the unrestricted uni-
variate unobserved heterogeneity case. Contributions in this area are rather
limited. Of particular interest are the kernel-based estimators of the base-
line cumulative hazard function proposed in Horowitz (1999) and Gørgens
and Horowitz (1999), in the presence of scalar unobserved heterogeneity with
completely unrestricted distribution. The proposed estimators for the base-
line hazard function and baseline cumulative hazard function can be made to
converge at a rate arbitrarily close to the optimal ¡25 by suitable choice of
bandwidths (Horowitz, 1999). However, the choice of bandwidths and other
tuning parameters is itself a di¢cult problem in implementation. Further,
the methods do not allow for time varying covariates. While an extension to
this case is certainly possible, the properties of such estimators are yet to be
studied.
With discrete duration data, estimation of the baseline hazard function
reduces to a simpler problem. Further, if one approximates the unknown
heterogeneity distribution by a sequence of discrete mixtures of degenerate
distributions (Heckman and Singer, 1984a), estimation of the heterogeneity
distribution also becomes a parametric problem. The approach, proposed
by Jenkins (1995), of considering the grouped time proportional hazards
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model (Prentice and Gloeckler, 1978) in combination with discrete mixture
unobserved heterogeneity is therefore an attractive strategy.7
In summary, a variety of estimators of the conditional baseline hazard
function are available. Most of these estimators, suitably normalised, con-
verge weakly to a Gaussian processes under appropriate assumptions. For
the construction of our proposed tests, we assume that such an estimator
has been chosen. In practise, an appropriate choice will depend both on the
assumed underlying model and properties of the estimator.
3 Proposed tests
In this Section, we discuss test procedures for the two testing problems, (8)
and (7). We …rst describe the alternative hypotheses, followed by the test
for absence of covariate e¤ect, and then the test for proportionality. The
proposed class of tests allow the user to choose a relevant weight function,
the choice depending on the relevant null and alternative hypotheses. We
establish the statistical properties of the proposed tests, and discuss the
choice of weight functions.
3.1 Alternative hypotheses
As discussed in the previous Section, the null hypothesis for both the tests
posit that the hazard functions conditional on di¤erent covariate values are
the same. However, our alternative hypotheses in these two cases are di¤er-
ent, and re‡ect the expected nature of departures from the null.
Consider …rst the problem of testing whether the covariate  has propor-
tional hazard e¤ects against ordered alternatives. Speci…cally, we consider
alternatives de…ned by nonproportional partial orders, speci…cally 
or decreasing hazard ratio with continuous covariate ():
 : whenever 1  2 (j1)(j2) "  (10)h
´ ( j = 1) Á

( j = 2)
i

 : whenever 1  2 (j2)(j1) "  (11)h
´ ( j = 2) Á

( j = 1)
i

where we supress dependence of other covariates  and heterogeneity  for
notational convenience.
7An alternative approach based on maximum rank correlations (Han, 1987), proposed
by Hausman and Woutersen (2005), may also be useful. This method treats the unknown
heterogeneity distribution as nuisance parameters.
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Let us initially consider two distinct covariate values, 1 and 2. Our
strategy is to …rst test for proportional hazards against the partial order
conditional on these two values, and then extend the test by considering
multiple covariate pairs. Without loss of generality, the two distinct values
of the covariate , 1  2, can be set to 1 = 1 and 2 = 0. In this binary
covariate case, the most general model is the time varying covariate e¤ects
model
 (j  ) ´ 02() exp
£
(12)()
¤
 exp [ (() ) + ] 
under the assumption of multiplicative separability in the e¤ects of ,  and
 . This implies that the PH null hypothesis (7) can be restated as
H0(12) : (12)() = 0 for all 
where we add (1  2) to the index set to emphasize that the statement of
the null is speci…c to this covariate pair.
Now, under the MNPH model, the ordered alternative 
H1(12) : (j1)(j2) " 
holds if and only if (12)() " . Since identi…ability restrictions under the
model require that ¤ (0j) ´ 1, the following conditions must therefore holdZ
0
0
02() = 1 and
Z
0
0
02() exp
£
(12)()
¤
 = 1
In other words, under the alternative hypothesis (12)() starts from a
negative value at  = 0, rises to a positive value at  = 0 such that the above
relationship holds, and continues to rise thereafter.
Thus, the PH assumption is represented by a null hypothesis of equal con-
ditional hazards, and the alternative posits monotone covariate e¤ect with
crossing hazards character. We consider tests of the above hypotheses by
extending two sample tests for equality of hazard functions. Several tests
of this hypothesis will be conducted, corresponding to di¤erent pairs of co-
variate values. Our tests for proportionality of hazards will be based on a
combination of several two sample tests.
The underlying two sample tests are rank tests of the form
2 =
Z

0
()b¤1()¡ Z 
0
()b¤2() (12)
where () is some appropriate weight function and  is a large duration,
either …xed or random. Most of the standard censored data two sample tests
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for equality of hazard functions belong to this general class with di¤erent
choices of the weight function.8 Later, we discuss how these tests can be
adapted to our speci…c testing problem, and the related issue of choice of
weight functions.
When the covariate is binary or categorical, the above tests are often used
to test the null hypothesis of absence of covariate dependence (8) against the
omnibus alternative (9). However, the omnibus alternative is often too broad
and does not convey su¢cient information about the nature of covariate
dependence. In many empirical applications, it is important to infer not
only whether there is covariate dependence, but also about the direction of
the covariate e¤ect, i.e., whether an increase in covariate value is expected
to increase or decrease the duration spell.
In the -sample setup, several trend tests have been proposed; these pro-
cedures test for equality of hazards against the alternatives 1 : 1 · 2 ·
   ·  or 1 : 1 · 2 ·    ·  (one or more of the inequalities being
strict), where  and  are the hazard and survival functions respectively in
the -th sample. Modi…ed score tests against trend in hazard functions have
been proposed by Tarone (1975), while Liu and Tsai (1999) have proposed
ordered weighted logrank tests to detect similar trend in survival functions.
As discussed earlier, such two-sample and -sample tests are of limited use
in applications.
In our setting, the trended alternative that the covariate has a positive or
negative e¤ect on the hazard function can be represented by the hypothesis
H()1 : (j1 ) ¸ (j2 ) for all  and  (13)
whenever 1  2 (or its dual),
the strict inequality holding for at least one covariate pair (1 2). The
changepoint trended alternative posits that the covariate has a positive e¤ect
on the hazard rate over one region of the sample space and negative e¤ect
over another. A typical example is:
H()1 : there exists 
¤ such that (j) "  for all  and 
whenever   ¤ and (j) #  whenever   ¤ (or its dual) (14)
8The Mantel-Haenszel or logrank test (Peto and Peto, 1972), one of the most popular
tests in this class, has optimal power if the two compared groups have proportional hazard
functions under the alternative (Peto and Peto, 1972). The Gehan-Breslow (Breslow,
1970) and Prentice (1978) tests generalise the Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis tests to right
censored data. The theoretical properties of these and other related rank tests and their use
in applications have been discussed elsewhere (Fleming and Harrington, 1991; Andersen
et al., 1993).
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Some trend tests in the literature are speci…c to continuous covariates and
consider (13) as the alternative hypothesis. If an underlying hazard hazard
regression model is assumed (like the Cox proportional hazards (PH) model
or the accelerated failure time model), then one can use score tests for the
signi…cance of the regression coe¢cient (Cox, 1972; Prentice, 1978). Jones
and Crowley (1990) consider a general class of test statistics which nests most
of the other trend tests as well as their robust versions.
All the above tests are rather restrictive since, they assume either va-
lidity of a speci…ed regression model, or a known covariate label function.
Therefore, they fail to retain the attractive nonparametric ‡avour of the cor-
responding two-sample or -sample tests. Further, these tests are not useful
when covariate dependence is in the nature of a changepoint trend (14).
3.2 Testing absence of covariate dependence
First, we consider the single covariate case. Let  be a duration variable, 
a continuous covariate and let (j) denote the hazard rate of  at  = ,
given  = . We intend to test the hypothesis (8) against the alternative
H1 : (j1) 6= (j2) for some 1 6= 2. In particular, we are interested in
test statistics that would be useful in detecting trend departures from H0
of the form H()1 (13), and changepoint trend departures like H
()
1 (14).
As mentioned earlier, several two-sample tests of the equality of hazards
hypothesis exist in the literature. Many of these tests are of the form:
2 =
2qdVar [2]  (15)
where
2 =
Z

0
()b¤1()¡ Z 
0
()b¤2()
dVar [2] = Z 
0

2()f1()2()g¡1 (1 +2) ()
() = ()1()2()f1() + 2()g¡1
 is a random stopping time (in particular,  may be taken as the time at
the …nal observation in the combined sample), () is a predictable process
depending on 1 + 2 but not individually on 1 or 2 b¤() is the Nelson-
Aalen estimator of the cumulative hazard function in the -th sample ( =
1 2), () (for  = 1 2) denote the number of individuals on test in sample 
at time  and 1 2 are counting processes counting the number of failures
in either sample.
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In particular, for the logrank test,
() =  [1() + 2()  0]  (16)
and for the Gehan-Breslow modi…cation of the Wilcoxon test,
() =  [1() + 2()  0] f1() + 2()g (17)
These standardised two sample test statistics have zero mean under the
null hypothesis of equal hazards and positive (negative) mean accordingly as
the hazard functions are trended upwards (downwards). Further, they are
asymptotically normally distributed under the null hypothesis.
Based on the above test statistics, we propose a simple construction of
our tests as follows. We …rst select a …xed number, , of pairs of distinct
points on the covariate space, and construct the standard two-sample test
statistics (2) for each pair, based on counting processes conditional on
two distinct covariate values. We then construct our test statistics, by taking
maximum, minimum or average of these basic test statistics over the …xed
number of pairs.
Thus, we …x   1, and select 2 distinct points
f11 21     1 12 22     2g
on the covariate space X , such that 2  1  = 1     . We then con-
struct our test statistics  (max)2 , 
(min)
2 and  2 based on the  statistics
2(1 2),  = 1      (each testing equality of hazard rates for the pair
of counting processes  ( 1) and  ( 2)), where
2(1 2) =
2(1 2)qdVar [2(1 2)] 
2(1 2) =
Z

0
(1 2)()b¤( 1)¡ Z 
0
(1 2)()b¤( 2) (18)
dVar [2(1 2)] = Z 
0

2(1 2)()f ( 1) ( 2)g¡1 [( 1) +( 2)] 
where (1 2)() is a random (predictable) process indexed on the pair of
covariate values 1 and 2, and b¤( 1) and b¤( 2) are the Nelson-Aalen
estimators of the cumulative hazard functions for the respective counting
processes.
Then, our test statistics are:

(max)
2 = max
=1
2(1 2) (19)
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
(min)
2 = min
=1
2(1 2) (20)
and  2 =
1

X
=1
2(1 2) (21)
We now derive the asymptotic distributions of these test statistics.
Consider a counting processes f( ) : [0  ] Xg, indexed on a
continuous covariate , with intensity processes [ ( )(j)] such that
(j) = () for all  and  (under the null hypothesis of equal hazards). Let,
as before, (1 2)() be a process indexed on a pair of distinct values of the
continuous covariate  (i.e., indexed on (1 2) 1 6= 2 1 2X ). Now, let
f11 21     1 12 22     2g be 2 ( is a …xed positive integer,   1)
distinct points on the covariate space X , such that 2  1  = 1     .
Assumption 1 For each   = 1 2     , let (1 2)() be a predictable
process indexed on the pair of …xed covariate values (1 2).
Assumption 2 Let  be a random stopping time.9
Assumption 3 The sample paths of (1 2) and  ( )¡1 are almost
surely bounded with respect to , for  = 1 2 and  = 1     . Further, for
each  = 1     , (1 2)() is zero whenever  ( 1) or  ( 2) are.
Assumption 4 There exists a sequence (), () ¡! 1 as  ¡! 1, and
…xed functions ( ), 1(1 2)() and 2(1 2)(),  = 1      such that
sup
[0 ]
¯¯
 ( )() ¡ ( )¯¯ ¡! 0 as  ! 1, 8X
sup
[0 ]
j(1 2)()¡ (1 2)()j
¡! 0 as  ! 1  = 1     
where j(1 2)()j is bounded on [0  ] for each  = 1     , and ¡1( )
is bounded on [0  ], for each .
Remark 1. Assumptions 1 through 4 constitute an extension, to the contin-
uous covariate framework, of the standard set of assumptions for the counting
process formulation of duration data (see, for example, Andersen et al., 1993).
As discussed in Sengupta et al. (1998), the condition on probability limit of
 ( ) in Assumption 4 can be replaced by a set of weaker conditions. All
the assumptions are satis…ed by the standard random censorship model.
Let the test statistics  (max)2  
(min)
2 and  2 be as de…ned earlier (19 –
21).
9In particular,  may be taken as the time at the …nal observation of the counting
process §
=1§
2
=1( ). In principle, one could also have di¤erent stopping times
 (1 2)   = 1      for each of the  basic test statistics 2(1 2)  = 1     .
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Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1 through 4 hold. Then, under H0 :
0(j = ) = () for all , as  ! 1,
(a) 
h

(max)
2 · ¤
i
! [©(¤)],
(b) 
h

(min)
2 ¸ ¡¤
i
! [©(¤)], and
(c)
p
 2
¡! (0 1),
where ©(¤) is the distribution function of a standard normal variate.
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Corollary 1.

h

n

(max)
2 ¡ 
o
· ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¡¤)] as  ! 1
and 
h

n

(min)
2 + 
o
¸ ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¤)] as  ! 1
where  = (2 ln )
12 and  = (2 ln )
12 ¡ 1
2
(2 ln )¡12 (ln ln  + ln 4) 
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Corollary 2. Given a vector  = (1 2     ) of  weights, each pos-
sibly dependent on  (  = 1 2     ;  = 1 2) but not on the counting
processes  ( ), let us de…ne the test statistics

(max)
2 = max
=1
f2(1 2)g 

(min)
2 = min
=1
f2(1 2)g 
and  2 =
P

=12(1 2)P

=1

Let Assumptions 1 through 4 hold. Then, under H0, as  ! 1,
(a) 
h

(max)
2 · ¤
i
! Q
=1 [©(
¤)],
(b) 
h

(min)
2 ¸ ¡¤
i
! Q
=1 [©(
¤)], and
(c)


=1 p

=1 
2

 2
¡! (0 1).
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Remark 2. The number of covariate pairs, , on which the statistics ( (max)2 ,

(min)
2 and  2) are based is …xed a priori. This is crucial, since the process
2(1 2) on the space f(1 2) : 2  1 1 2Xg is pointwise stan-
dard normal and independent, but do not have a well-de…ned limiting process.
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Therefore, if  is allowed to grow, the maximum (minimum) diverges to +1
(¡1).
Remark 3. Corollary 1 provides a simple way to compute -values for the
test statistics when  is reasonably large.10 Corollary 2 shows that one can
weight the underlying test statistics by some measure of the distance between
1 and 2. For example, one can give higher weight to a covariate pair where
the covariates are further apart. In practice, this is expected to improve the
empirical performance of the tests.
Remark 4. Since the covariate under consideration is continuous, it may
not be feasible to construct the basic tests 2 based exactly on two dis-
tinct …xed points on the covariate space. In our empirical implementation, we
consider "small" intervals around these chosen points, such that the hazard
function within these intervals is approximately constant (across covariate
values). The average test statistics constructed in this way, however, some-
times fail to maintain their nominal sizes under the null hypothesis because of
correlation between statistics based on overlapping intervals; see also Bhat-
tacharjee (2008). This issue can be addressed by using a jacknife estimator
for the variance of the average estimator.
Remark 5. By construction, the tests are consistent against the trended
alternative (13). The average test statistic  2 has asymptotically Gaussian
distributions under both the null and alternative hypothesis, with mean zero
under the null and positive mean under the alternative. Under the null hy-
pothesis of absence of covariate e¤ect, the maxima test statistic  (max)2 has the
extreme value distribution given in Theorem 1, whereas under the trended
alternative (13), it diverges to +1; therefore, the test is consistent. Simi-
larly, the average and minima test statistics are consistent when departures
are trended in the opposite direction: (j1) · (j2) whenever 1  2.
Further, both the maxima and the minima test statistics are consistent when
there is a changepoint trend in the covariate e¤ect (14). The ability to detect
both trended and changepoint trended covariate e¤ects highlights an impor-
tant advantage of the proposed tests. The power of the tests depend on the
choice of weight functions, which we discuss in Section 3.4.
Remark 6. The choice of the  pairs of covariate values may be important
in applications. The issues regarding this choice are similar to strati…cation
in goodness-of-…t tests. Quantiles of the cross-sectional distribution of the
covariate can be used to select non-overlapping intervals and corresponding
covariate pairs.11
10Note that  is …xed and …nite; however, if it assumes a large enough value (say, 20 or
higher), the approximation can be useful.
11This procedure adjusts for variations in the design density (none of the intervals are
too sparse) and ensures that intervals corresponding to each pair of covariate values do
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When other covariates, , are also present, we start by estimating a
modi…ed Cox model, with possibly time varying coe¢cients on , by the
histogram sieve method (Murphy and Sen, 1991). The regression coe¢cients
are estimated by partial likelihood estimators, b , and the baseline cumu-
lative hazard function by the standard Breslow estimator (Breslow, 1974),b¤(   b). This estimator of the baseline cumulative hazard function is
plugged into the two sample test statistic (12) in place of the Nelson-Aalen
estimator of the cumulative baseline hazard function, giving

()
2 (1 2) =
Z

0
(1 2)()b¤( 1 b)¡Z 
0
(1 2)()b¤( 2 b)
The asymptotic properties follow in a similar way as above, by noting
that, in place of the usual counting process martingale, we now have
c( ) = ( )¡ Z 
0
 ( )  exp
hb() ()i b¤(  b)
which is a local martingale (Andersen et al., 1993).
When there is shared heterogeneity or parametric frailty, the tests are
constructed as above, using an appropriate estimator for the baseline cumu-
lative hazard function. Though martingale based arguments are no longer
valid, the asymptotic arguments continue to hold, with some minor modi…-
cations; see Spiekerman and Lin (1998). For the MPH model with univariate
parametric heterogeneity, a procedure similar to continuously distributed un-
restricted heterogeneity distribution (Section 3.3) can be used.
Finally, in applications with multiple covariates, the tests developed here
can be used to sequentially evaluate the absence of covariate dependence for
the covariates. This provides an intuitive and convenient way to build an
appropriate hazard regression model in such cases (Scheike and Martinussen,
2004).
3.3 Testing the proportional hazards assumption
Our proposed tests for proportional hazards are similar to the above problem.
Here, too, we estimate the baseline cumulative hazard function under main-
tained assumptions on the model and nature of unobserved heterogeneity,
and plug these estimators into the two sample test statistic (12) in place of
not overlap. In our simulation study, we divided the sample into deciles by the magnitude
of the covariate, and based our tests on the corresponding
¡
10
2
¢
= 45 covariate pairs, while
for the empirical application we used 20 covariate pairs obtained by random sampling.
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the Nelson-Aalen estimator. The asymptotic properties are similar to Theo-
rem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2. However, the assumptions underlying the tests
re‡ect the di¤erences in the models and methods, and similarly there are im-
portant di¤erences in the asymptotic arguments. We …rst discuss continuous
duration data with arbitrary continuous unobserved heterogeneity, followed
by discrete duration data with discrete mixture unobserved heterogeneity
distribution.
3.3.1 Arbitrary continuous heterogeneity distribution
First consider the estimation procedure proposed by Horowitz (1999) for the
continuous duration MPH model with unrestricted continuously distributed
unobserved heterogeneity. The estimator for the baseline hazard function
extends an estimator for the transformation model (Horowitz, 1996), ac-
counting for censoring and the fact that the scale of the MPH model with
time varying coe¢cients (2) is …xed by the extreme value distribution for .
Horowitz (1999) proposed estimating the scale separately and plugging this
into the transformation model estimator for the baseline cumulative hazard
function.
We assume that the e¤ect of the other covariates  has been modeled a
priori and a well-speci…ed MNPH model with time varying coe¢cients (2),
 (j =   ) = 0 ( ) exp
£
()

() + 
¤

has been found. This model is then estimated, conditional on various co-
variate values. We denote by b0 ( ) the corresponding estimator of the
baseline hazard function, incorporating unrestricted unobserved heterogene-
ity and conditional on  = .
Here, our test is similar to Section 3.2, starting with the choice of   1
and selection of 2 ( is a …xed positive integer,   1) distinct points,
f11 21     1 12 22     2g  2  1  = 1      on the covariate
space X . Next, we construct the basic statistics as
(1 2) =
(1 2)qdVar [(1 2)]  (22)
(1 2) =
Z
¤
0
(1 2)()b0 ( 1) 
¡
Z
¤
0
(1 2)()b0 ( 2) 
dVar [(1 2)] = Z ¤
0
Z
¤
0
b()b()b2(1 2)( ^ )
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where (1 2)() is a random process indexed on the pair of covariate values
1 and 2, b2(1 2)() is the sample variance (pointwise) of (1 2)(),
and b() = hb0 ( 1)¡ b0 ( 2)i 
As in (19 – 21), these basic statistics are combined to construct our maxima,
minima and average test statistics ( (max)

 
(min)

and  , respectively).
We now state the assumptions required for our asymptotic results. The
…rst two assumptions pertain to our testing procedure, while the following
three relate to the estimator for baseline hazard function under unrestricted
unobserved heterogeneity. For the sake of brevity, we give only a brief ‡avour
of the kind of assumptions required for estimation, and refer to Horowitz
(1999) for technical details.
The duration data (   ()  ) are independently and identically
sampled from the MNPH model (2), for  = 1     . Here,  denotes the
observed duration,  is the censoring indicator,  and  () are covariates,
and  is the unobserved heterogeneity. The following additional assumptions
apply.
Assumption 5 The cut-o¤ duration,  ¤  0  0, is a (large) positive
duration such that ¤0 (¤ )  1  = 1 2       = 1 2. The intermediate
duration 0 is speci…ed in Assumption 7 (b) below.
Assumption 6 For each   = 1 2     , let (1 2)() be a monotonic
stochastic process with sample paths in [01) (i.e., right continuous with
left limits), and with pointwise …nite …rst and second moments over the in-
terval [0 ¤].
Assumption 7 (Identi…ability conditions)
(a) Unobserved heterogeneity  is independent of covariates  and censor-
ing, and there is a tail restriction on the heterogeneity distribution.12
(b) For every covariate value  = , ¤0 ( ) is strictly increasing on
[01) and takes value unity at a …xed 0 (location normalisation).
(c) The covariate e¤ect of at least one of the covariates, say 1, is non-
zero and spans the whole of the real line. The distribution of 1 is
absolutely continuous with respect to all the others. There is no perfect
multicollinearity amongst the covariates .
12The tail condition is stronger than Heckman and Singer (1984a), but facilitates achiev-
ing a faster convergence rate (Horowitz, 1999).
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(d) Censoring is random, and possibly dependent on , but only through
the single index ()
 (). In particular, censoring can be dependent
on , the covariate under test.
Assumption 8 (Smoothness conditions and kernel properties)
(a) Smoothness conditions involving several bounded derivatives for the un-
known heterogeneity distribution, the baseline cumulative hazard func-
tion, the regression single index, ()
 (), and the distribution of the
leading covariate 1.
(b) Several technical restrictions on admissible kernel functions and band-
widths.
Assumption 9 (Conditions on regression estimator) The underlying regres-
sion estimator for the transformation model converges at ¡12 rate and has
bounded second moments.
Remark 7. Dependence between unobserved heterogeneity and  is not
ruled out. In fact, the setup allows censoring to depend on the covariates
through the single index. This, in our view represents a strength of the
methodology, particularly in allowing censoring to depend on the covariate
under test.
Remark 8. The methodology does not directly allow for time varying covari-
ates. However, if the regression coe¢cient is …xed, a time varying covariate
can be naturally accomodated by replacing the time varying covariate by its
average value over the observed duration. A similar approach can also be
easily applied if the covariate has time varying coe¢cients modeled using a
histogram sieve (i.e., the coe¢cient is constant over time intervals).13
Remark 9. Standard regression estimators for the transformation model
satisfy the covergence rate and …nite second moments conditions. Further,
the smoothness and kernel conditions are satis…ed by the Horowitz (1999)
estimator. However, appropriate choice of bandwidths and other tuning pa-
rameters is very important for good performance of the estimator. Finally,
Assumptions 7 through 9 ensure pointwise consistency of the baseline hazard
estimator, which is required for our tests.14
Additional conditions required for the test are given in Assumptions 5 and
6. These comprise a deterministic cut-o¤ at a duration where the cumulative
13A standard assumption in the literature, that of bounded total variation in the time
varying coe¢cients, is not required in the current setup.
14Horowitz (1999) shows that the estimator is uniformly consistent and pointwise as-
ymptotically Gaussian.
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hazard function is …nite, and existence of second moments and monotonicity
of the stochastic weight function. Another required assumption, that of
continuity of the baseline hazard rate, is already assumed in the estimation
procedure. Under the above assumptions, we have the following asymptotic
results.
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 5 through 9 hold. Then, under H0 :
0(j = ) = () for all , as  ! 1,
(a) 
h

(max)

· ¤
i
! [©(¤)],
(b) 
h

(min)

¸ ¡¤
i
! [©(¤)], and
(c)
p

¡! (0 1).
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Corollary 3.

h

n

(max)

¡ 
o
· ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¡¤)] as  ! 1
and 
h

n

(min)

+ 
o
¸ ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¤)] as  ! 1
where  = (2 ln )
12 and  = (2 ln )
12 ¡ 1
2
(2 ln )¡12 (ln ln  + ln 4) 
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Remark 10. A result similar to Corollary 2 on covariate dependent weighted
tests is also available here, details of which are omitted.
Remark 11. In Appendix 2, we consider an alternative estimator (Gørgens
and Horowitz, 1999), where the above approach is not directly applicable,
since an estimator is available only for the baseline cumulative hazard func-
tion. Hence, we propose an alternative strategy, which is intuitive and po-
tentially promising, but nevertheless poses substantial challenges in variance
estimation. We speculate that the bootstrap developed in Kosorok et al.
(2004) should work in this case, but this requires further investigation.
Importantly, while the form of the above test is similar to the test for
absence of covariate e¤ects (Section 3.2), as well as the test in Bhattacharjee
(2008), there is a major point of di¤erence. The asymptotics here is derived
by interpreting the test statistic as an integral of the baseline hazard function
with respect to the weight function, which is exactly the opposite from our
previous approach. This is because, in this case, the weight functions are
independent while the baseline hazard estimates are dependent across the
sample points. Di¤erent asymptotic arguments, based on empirical processes
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rather than counting process martingales, are therefore required. Speci…cally,
our proof of Theorem 2 establishes weak convergence results for statistics of
the form Z

()()()()
where ()() and ()() are stochastic processes involving data from all
the  observations, ()() is manageable, and ()() is a plug-in estimator
with a continuous probability limit. Asymptotic theory for these new kinds of
statistics are derived by combining modern empirical process theory (Pollard,
1990) with Sengupta et al. (1998). While the derivations in our case are made
simpler by the fact that the ()() process is monotonic (and therefore has
pseudodimension 1 and is manageable), the applications of this result goes
well beyond the current problem.15
In summary, we propose tests of the PH assumption based on the Horowitz
(1999) estimator of the baseline hazard function under arbitrary continuous
unobserved heterogeneity. An alternative approach based on the Gørgens
and Horowitz (1999) estimator is also potentially attractive (Appendix 2).
3.3.2 Arbitrary discrete mixture heterogeneity
We now turn to an alternative nonparametric procedure to accomodate unre-
stricted unobserved heterogeneity. This is based on the Heckman and Singer
(1984a,b) idea of chracterising the unknown heterogeneity distribution by
discrete mixtures of degenerate distributions in a sequence with increasing
number ( = 2 3   ) of components:
 2 f1 = 02    g =
8>>><>>>:
1 with prob. 1
2 with prob. 2
...
 with prob. 
  = 2 3   
The sequential procedure is terminated when subsequent steps lead to degen-
eracy or no improvement in the maximised likelihood. The Heckman-Singer
methodology is very attractive in that it approximates the nonparametric
frailty distribution by an increasing sequence of parametric distributions and
15For example, piecewise monotonic processes with …nitely many turning points, or
drawn from a …nite mixture distribution of such processes, also have …nite pseudodimen-
sion and are therefore manageable (Pollard, 1990). Further, linear combinations of such
manageable processes are also manageable (Bilias et al., 1997).
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produces robust estimates of regression parameters and the baseline hazard
function.16
In our implementation, we follow Jenkins (1995) in combining discrete
mixture heterogeneity with the grouped duration proportional hazards (com-
plementary log-log) model (Cox, 1972; Prentice and Gloeckler, 1978):
ln [¡ ln f1¡  ( =    =   = )g] =  +  + 
where the time intervals are indexed by  (= 1 2   ),  denotes the discrete
hazard rate in interval  conditional on  = ,  =  and  = , and 
denotes the baseline hazard rate conditional on  = . The model can be
estimated using parametric maximum likelihood, for each chosen covariate
value  = , to obtain the estimates b , b, b, f1 = 0 b2     bg
and fb1 b2      = 1¡ b1 ¡ b2 ¡   ¡ b¡1g.
For our tests, the above estimation methodology is combined with a choice
of covariate pairs as before. The data generating process and assumptions
are as follows.
The discrete duration data (   ()  ) are independently and
identically sampled from the above complementary log-log model with dis-
crete mixture frailties, for  = 1     . The following assumptions hold.
Assumption 10 The cut-o¤ duration 0    1 is large but …nite, and
subject to the condition that, for each  =    = 1       = 1 2, and for
each   = 1 2      , the baseline hazard rate is positive:   0.
Assumption 11 For each  (= 1 2     ), let (1 2) be a monotonic
discrete time stochastic process with …nite …rst and second moments for each
 = 1      .
Assumption 12 (Identi…ability conditions)
(a) Unobserved heterogeneity  is independent of covariates  and censor-
ing. A tail restriction holds for the heterogeneity distribution. Further,
for the test, we also assume independence between unobserved hetero-
geneity and the index covariate .
(b) There is minimal variation in covariate e¤ect for each covariate in .
There is at least one covariate e¤ect that spans the whole of the real
line. There is no perfect multicollinearity amongst the covariates.
(c) Censoring is random, and independent of  and .
16However, the method often suggests frailty distributions with only 2 or 3 support
points even when the original is known to be a well dispersed continuous distribution.
This could be because estimation of the frailty distribution is a very di¢cult problem,
with well discussed convergence problems (Horowitz, 1999) .
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Assumption 13 (Identi…cation of …nite mixture heterogeneity distribution)
The conditions, originally given by Lindsay (1983a,b), state that the density
of the data at each mass point of the heterogeneity distribution is a bounded
function of the regression parameters.
Assumption 14 Boundedness and right continuity of the baseline hazard
function and the regression parameters.
The above assumptions are less restrictive than the previous case, since
estimation here is a …nite dimensional parametric problem, for each candidate
value of  ¸ 1. However, like most other problems with mixture distributions,
convergence is slow, whether one uses gradient based methods or the EM
(Expectations-Maximisation) algorithm. Having obtained estimates under
an appropriate model with time varying coe¢cients, the test statistics are
constructed as before. The basic statistics are
(1 2) =
(1 2)qdVar [(1 2)] 
(1 2) =
X
=1
(1 2)
£b1 ¡ b2¤  (23)
dVar [(1 2)] = X
=1
X
=1
£b1 ¡ b2¤  £b1 ¡ b2¤ b2^(1 2)
where b2^(1 2) is the (pointwise) sample variance of the weight process
(1 2). As in (19 – 21), these basic statistics are combined to construct
our test statistics  (max)

 
(min)

and .
Then, we have the following asymptotic results.
Theorem 3. Let Assumptions 10 through 14 hold. Then, under H0 :
 =  for all , as  ! 1,
(a) 
h

(max)

· ¤
i
! [©(¤)],
(b) 
h

(min)

¸ ¡¤
i
! [©(¤)], and
(c)
p

¡! (0 1).
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Corollary 4.

h

n

(max)

¡ 
o
· ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¡¤)] as  ! 1
and 
h

n

(min)

+ 
o
¸ ¤
i
! exp [¡ exp(¤)] as  ! 1
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where  = (2 ln )
12 and  = (2 ln )
12 ¡ 1
2
(2 ln )¡12 (ln ln  + ln 4) 
(Proof in Appendix 1).
Remark 12. As in the continuous unobserved heterogeneity case, covariate
dependent weighted tests can also be employed. Details are omitted here.
This completes our description of the proposed tests. A …nal point to
note is that, the discrete mixture unobserved heterogeneity can also be used
to model the heterogeneity distribution in the continuous time MPH model.
This approach may have some advantages both in ease of implementation
and computational e¤ort. Similarly, the method based on maximum rank
correlations, recently proposed by Hausman and Woutersen (2005), may be
useful in the discrete duration setting, particularly if we are not as such
interested in estimating the unobserved heterogeneity distribution. We have
not pursued either of these approaches here.
3.4 Choice of weight functions
As emphasized earlier, the form of the null hypothesis in the two testing
problems considered here are remarkably similar, and so are the test statistics
proposed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. However, the nature of departures from
the null hypothesis that we are interested in is di¤erent for the two problems.
Further, the choice of weight functions for the tests is left unspeci…ed, and
will depend on the type of violations expected in either case.
In our tests for absence of covariate dependence, the relevant null hy-
pothesis is (8) and the alternatives of special interest are either trended (13)
or changepoint trended (14). For the corresponding two sample tests, the
logrank weight function, given by () = 1()2(), is optimal for propor-
tional hazards alternatives; see, for example, Gill and Schumacher (1987)
and Andersen et al. (1993). The proportional hazards model describes in
a natural and intuitive way the notion of trend, as represented in the alter-
native hypothesis (13). However, a one-sided score test for  = 0 under
the null hypothesis may be too restrictive, as demonstrated in an applica-
tion considered later. Further, the log rank weight function is also useful
for a changepoint trend alternative of the kind (14), because both positive
and negative trends are evident on di¤erent regions of the sample space. In
other words, the log rank weight function is appropriate for the proposed
test for absence of covariate dependence if the suspected alternative is of a
PH nature. The Gehan-Breslow weight function (Breslow, 1970), given by
() = 1()2() [1() + 2()], may also be useful if censoring is high.
Compared to the logrank test, this weight function places higher weight on
di¤erences in the hazard function at shorter durations (Andersen et al., 1993).
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By contrast, the two sample Peto-Prentice generalisation of the Wilcoxon
test (Peto and Peto, 1972; Prentice, 1978) is optimal for a time-transformed
logistic location family (Andersen et al., 1993), and has higher power against
alternatives with hazard ratio ordering (convex or concave ordering); see
Prentice (1978) and Gill and Schumacher (1987) for further discussion. The
above weight function is given by () = 1()2() [1() + 2()]
¡1 b(),
where b() is a predictable analogue for the Kaplan Meier estimator. Our
interest here is in tests for proportional hazards against order restricted co-
variate dependence, where the two sample representation of order restrictions
 and  is described by convex or concave ordering of the two
duration distributions. Hence, the Prentice weight function is appropriate for
testing proportionality against these ordered alternatives.17
4 Simulation study
The asymptotic distributions of the proposed test statistics were derived in
Section 3. Here, we report results of a two simulation studies exploring
the performance of the proposed tests for absence of covariate e¤ect and
proportional hazards respectively, with respect to a continuous covariate.
For absence of covariate dependence, we consider models of the form
( ) = 0() exp [( )] 
where 0() and ( ) are chosen to represent di¤erent shapes of the baseline
hazard function and patterns of covariate dependence. In all cases, the null
hypothesis of absence of covariate dependence, H0 (8), holds if and only
if ( ) = 0. If, for …xed , ( ) increases (or decreases) in , we have
trended alternatives of the type H()1 (13). If, on the other hand, ( )
increases in  over some range of the covariate space, and decreases over
another, we have changepoint trend departures of the type H()1 (14).
The tests discussed in Section 3.2 are consistent against the global al-
ternative H1 (9), but are also expected to be powerful against the above
kinds of speci…c alternatives to the null hypothesis. Speci…cally, we consider
2 di¤erent speci…cations of the baseline hazard function in combination with
3 patterns of covariate dependence. The Monte Carlo simulations are based
on independent right-censored data from the following 6 data generating
processes described in Table 1.
17Note that, because of unobserved heterogeneity, a martingale based framework is not
applicable here and predictability is therefore not relevant. The cadlag nature of b()
makes the weight function itself cadlag, which is required for our tests.
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TABLE 1: Data Generating Processes
(Test for absence of covariate dependence)
Model ¸0(t) ¯(tx) Median cens.dur. % cens. Expected signi…cance
11 2 0 0.32 7.7 None
12 2  0.30 9.2 
(max)
2   2
13 2 jj 0.20 6.6  (max)2   (min)2
21 20 0 0.17 9.4 None
22 20  0.16 10.4 
(max)
2   2
23 20 jj 0.14 7.4  (max)2   (min)2
The covariate  is distributed as (¡1 1). The independent
censoring variable  is distributed as (6) for 11, 12 and 13
and (2) for 21, 22 and 23. The data generating processes
11 and 21 belong to the null hypothesis (8), 12 and 22
are trended, and 13 and 23 are changepoint trended alternatives.
We use the logrank test to construct the basic test statistics, and 100 dis-
tinct pairs of covariate values are used to construct the maxima, minima
and average test statistics ( (max)2  
(min)
2 and  2, respectively). Table 2
presents simulation results for 1 000 simulations from the above data gener-
ating processes with sample sizes of 100 and 200.
The nominal sizes are approximately maintained in the random samples,
and the tests have good power, with the exception of 13 and 23.
This is not surprising, since these two data generation processes are change-
point trended, so that when a pair of points are drawn at random from the
covariate space, only a quarter of these pairs re‡ect the increasing nature
of covariate dependence, and another quarter re‡ects the decreasing trend.
However, the results also demonstrate the strength of the maxima and min-
ima test statistics ( (max)2 and 
(min)
2 respectively) in their ability to detect
non-monotonic departures (13 and 23) from the null hypothesis of
absence of covariate dependence.
Though the tests proposed here are not directly comparable with other
trend tests, we have examined how these two categories of tests compare
in terms of power. For the purpose of applying the trend tests in the cur-
rent context, we had to stratify the samples with respect to the value of
the covariate. This comparison shows our tests to perform favourably in
comparison with the Tarone (1975) and Liu and Tsai (1999) tests. For the
models 22 and 23, and sample size 200, the Tarone (1975) test had
rejection rates at the 5% con…dence level, of 73 and 7 per cent respectively.
The corresponding …gures for the test proposed by Liu and Tsai (1999) were
81 and 9 per cent respectively.
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TABLE 2: Test for absence of covariate dependence
(Rejection Rates (%) at 5 % and 1 % Asymptotic Confidence Levels)
Model Test Sample size, Con…dence level
statistic 100, 5% 200, 5% 100, 1% 200, 1%
11 
(max)
2 3.76 5.59 0.67 1.08

(min)
2 7.23 5.66 1.18 0.88
 2 5.46 5.35 1.19 0.99
12 
(max)
2 95.46 100.00 82.98 100.00

(min)
2 2.43 1.91 0.41 0.80
 2 96.82 100.00 87.95 100.00
13 
(max)
2 26.06 63.30 5.67 29.41

(min)
2 38.19 70.62 12.29 40.40
 2 5.67 4.83 1.23 0.94
21 
(max)
2 3.90 5.51 0.53 1.61

(min)
2 7.24 6.12 1.45 0.79
 2 5.62 5.68 0.92 1.35
22 
(max)
2 97.18 100.00 86.03 99.87

(min)
2 2.69 1.85 0.41 0.82
 2 97.71 100.00 92.02 100.00
23 
(max)
2 21.26 54.50 4.39 23.04

(min)
2 36.44 69.35 11.64 37.73
 2 7.18 6.96 1.56 2.06
Next, we examine the performance of the tests for the proportional haz-
ards assumption in the presence of unobserved heterogeneity (3) against or-
dered alternatives of the IHRCC type (4, 5). The design of the data gener-
ating process is a combination of Horowitz (1999) and Bhattacharjee (2008).
Samples are generated from the model
 (j  ) = 0() exp [¡ (()+   + )] 
with two scalar covariates  and , and independent unobserved heterogene-
ity  . The covariate  has proportional hazards e¤ect,  = 1, while  has
potentially time varying coe¢cients. In the experiments,  » (0 1) while
 has a right censored normal distribution with mean zero, variance 025
and censoring point 19.18 We consider a single speci…cation of the baseline
hazard function as
0() = 0087
18The censoring addressed a discontinuity in the inverse of the distribution function at
 = 2, and makes simulations easier; this adjustment should not a¤ect our results.
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and 2 di¤erent patterns of covariate dependence
() =
½
1
ln()

in combination with 2 heterogeneity distributions. One unobserved hetero-
geneity distribution is continuous and de…ned by the distribution function
 () = exp [¡ exp (¡)] 
so that exp (¡) has the unit exponential distribution, while the other is a
discrete mixture with masspoints at 048 and 064, and corresponding prob-
abilities 06 and 04. The simulated duration data are right censored by
independent censoring times distributed as  (05 255).
Therefore, these Monte Carlo simulations are based on independent right-
censored data from 4 data generating processes (DGPs), de…ned by combina-
tions of 2 speci…cations of the regression function and 2 speci…cations of the
heterogeneity distribution. The description of the DGPs and expected results
are summarised in Table 3. The two DGPs with () = 1 belong to the null
hypothesis of proportional hazards, while the other two, with () = ln(),
are of the  type. There is substantial censoring, around 25 per cent,
in each of the four models.
TABLE 3: Data Generating Processes
(Test for proportional hazards, with unobserved heterogeneity)
Model ¯(t) Heterogeneity Median cens.dur. % cens. Expd. signi…cance
31 1 Continuous 5.23 23.4 None
32 ln() Continuous 5.37 25.8 
(max)

 
41 1 Mixture 5.16 23.6 None
42 ln() Mixture 5.37 25.4 
(max)

 
For constructing the test statistics, we divide the sample into deciles by
the value of the covariate . The 45 pairwise combinations of these 10 deciles
are used to construct the maxima, minima and average tests.
However, implementing the test procedures for continuous unrestricted
unobserved heterogeneity using the Horowitz (1999) estimator turned out to
be very challenging. The main problem was …nding appropriate bandwidths
and tuning parameters in a consistent manner to make the Monte Carlo
useful.19 Horowitz (1999) suggests the use of cross-validation or bootstrap
19The critical issue is that estimation of the scale parameter is a di¢cult problem. Fur-
ther, attempts to estimate this parameter well compromises the baseline hazard estimate,
which is the main input for our tests.
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for this purpose. Using cross-validation, we could implement the method
fairly well for individual samples, but not consistently over repeated runs of
the Monte Carlo experiment. How far the bootstrap procedures suggested in
Kosorok et al. (2004) are useful remains a research question. On the positive
side, our study shows that, using cross-validation, the method can be easily
implemented in individual applications.
TABLE 4: Test for Proportional Hazards, with Unobs. Het.
(Rejection Rates (%) at 5 % and 1 % Asymptotic Confidence Levels)
Model Test Sample size, Con…dence level
statistic 10000, 5% 10000, 1%
31 
(max)

8.5 0.5

(min)

3.0 1.0
 3.5 2.0
32 
(max)

91.0 61.5

(min)

1.5 0.0
 100.0 100.0
41 
(max)

7.5 0.5

(min)

3.5 1.5
 5.5 1.5
42 
(max)

96.5 69.0

(min)

2.0 0.0
 100.0 99.5
Implementing the Heckman and Singer (1984a) method was relatively
straightforward. For this purpose, we transformed our data into grouped
data form by censoring over unit intervals. As noted in the literature (see,
for example, Jenkins, 1995), the maximum likelihood procedure had conver-
gence problems. Making use of multiple starting values, di¤erent candidate
maximisation algorithms, and by adjusting tolerance levels on the Hessian,
we were able to implement the procedure with sample sizes upwards of 1000.20
The results presented in Table 4 are based on a larger sample size of 10 000,
which was convenient for working with repeated Monte Carlo samples. Our
exercise also suggests that it may be useful to use the entire data to estimate
the unobserved heterogeneity distribution, while using data for each decile to
estimate the baseline hazard function; we have not investigated this approach
further.
Considering the challenges noted above, and slow convergence of the max-
imum likelihood procedure, we report results based on a modest 200 Monte
20With a sample size of 1000, each decile has only 100 data points, which makes esti-
mation of the heterogeneity distribution quite challenging.
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Carlo replications for each of the four DGPs. The performance of the tests is
encouraging, in that nominal sizes are approximately maintained, and power
is very good.
Overall, our Monte Carlo study con…rms the usefulness of the proposed
tests for both the testing problems considered. In the next Section, we apply
our methods to real data.
5 An application
Now, we illustrate the use of the proposed tests through an application based
on real data. The objective is to study the e¤ect of aggregate Q on the hazard
rate of corporate failure in the UK. The data on …rm exits through bank-
ruptcy, over the period 1980 through 1998, pertain to 2789 listed manufactur-
ing companies, covering 24,034 company years and include 95 bankruptcies.
The data are right censored (by the competing risks of acquisitions, delisting
etc.), left truncated in 1980, and contain staggered entries. The focus of our
analysis here is on the impact of aggregate Q on corporate failure. Following
usual practice, we consider the reciprocal of Q as the continuous covariate in
our regression model.21
A priori, we expect periods with higher values of the covariate to cor-
respond to lower incidence of bankruptcy. However, estimates of the Cox
proportional hazards model on these data reports a hazard ratio (exponen-
tial of the regression coe¢cient) of 0.92, with -value 0156 per cent. Taking
this evidence on face value, one might therefore be inclined to believe that
covariate dependence is absent. However, such lack of evidence for the co-
variate e¤ect could also result from model misspeci…cation. This possibility
suggests that we could take a more nonparametric approach that does not
assume a priori the structure of the regression model.
Descriptive graphical tests based on counting processes conditional on
several pairs of covariate values indicate signi…cant trend in the hazard
functions. Since our tests of absence of covariate dependence are power-
ful against trended alternatives, we apply the tests to these data (Table 5).
Each of the tests were based on 20 pairs of distinct covariate values, drawn
at random from the marginal distribution of the covariate. The results of
the tests support our a priori belief; the null hypothesis is rejected at 5
per cent level of signi…cance in favour of the alternative of negative trend,
H¤1 : (j1) · (j2) for all 1  2 (with strict inequality holding for some
21Fore more discussion and analyses based on these data, see Bhattacharjee et al. (2008).
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1  2). This implies that, contrary to estimates of a standard Cox regres-
sion model, higher aggregate Q signi…cantly depresses the hazard of business
exit due to bankruptcy.
TABLE 5: Tests for absence of covariate dependence
(UK Corporate Bankruptcy Data)
Test Test Statistic -value

(max)
2 - Logrank 0592 10000

(min)
2 - Logrank ¡3732 00188

(max)
2 - Gehan-Breslow 0500 10000

(min)
2 - Gehan-Breslow ¡3046 00370
Further, the maxima and minima test statistics provide additional in-
formation on the covariate pairs for which the basic test statistics assume
their extreme values, which may be useful for investigating the nature of de-
partures from proportionality.22 For example, the signi…cant test-statistics

(min)
2 are attained for the covariate pairs f¡0058 0116g (7th and 63rd per-
centile) for the logrank weight function (and f¡0017 0098g (10th and 50th
percentile) for the Gehan-Breslow weight function). This provides further
evidence of trend.
TABLE 6: Time Varying Coefficients Model
(Estimates based on UK Corporate Bankruptcy Data)
Model/ Parameter Hazard Ratio z-stat.
 [[0 9)] 0947 ¡054
 [[9 17)] 0773 ¡130
 [[17 26)] 0147 ¡206
 [[261)] 0193 ¡296
To explore whether this apparent trend in conditional hazard functions
was masked in the Cox regression model (and the score test) by lack of
proportionality, we present in Table 6 a time varying coe¢cient model for
the same data estimated using the histogram sieve estimators (Murphy and
Sen, 1991). The results con…rm the presence of trend, particularly at higher
durations.
However, the above inference can be misleading because of model misspec-
i…cation, particularly in the form of omitted covariates. In fact, the estimated
empirical model, with a single covariate, is rather simplistic and it is quite
likely that unobserved heterogeneity is present in these data. Therefore, we
22This is in line with the way in which Bhattacharjee (2008) approximately locates
changepoints.
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include …rm size (measured by logarithm, of …xed assets divided by 10 and
incremented by one), as an additional covariate and apply the proposed tests
for proportional hazards allowing for unrestricted unobserved heterogeneity.
The measure of size considered assumes both positive and negative values,
and is expected to be an important …rm level covariate. We allow size to have
age varying coe¢cients, model unobserved heterogeneity using the Heckman
and Singer (1984a) procedure, and estimate grouped duration proportional
hazards models conditional on various values of the covariate under test,
Q. As expected, there is signi…cant unobserved heterogeneity in the data.
Further, the tests for proportional hazards, based on 20 randomly chosen
covariate pairs, reject the null hypothesis in favour of a  alternative
(11). Both  (min)

and  are signi…cant, at the 5 per cent and 1 per cent
levels of signi…cance respectively.
The above application demonstrates the use of the proposed test sta-
tistics. The …rst set of tests are useful not only for detecting presence of
covariate dependence for continuous covariates, but also for detecting trend
and changepoint trend in the e¤ect of a covariate. Similarly, the proposed
tests for proportional hazards are powerful against ordered covariate e¤ects,
in the presence of arbitrary unobserved heterogeneity. These tests are useful
not only for detecting violation of the proportional hazards assumption, but
also for understanding the nature of departures from proportionality and for
subsequent modeling.
6 Conclusion
In summary, the tests described in this paper add important tools to the
armoury of a duration data analyst. Our work extends an important class
of two sample tests for equality of hazards to a continuous covariate frame-
work, both for discrete and continuous duration data, with and without the
presence of unobserved heterogeneity.
The proposed tests for absence of covariate e¤ect are powerful against
trended and changepoint trended alternatives. Hence, they allow more pre-
cise inferences on the direction of covariate e¤ects. Perhaps most importantly,
the methods do not make any strong assumptions regarding the underlying
regression model, and thereby provide robust inference. Using simulated data
and a real life application, the strength of the tests is demonstrated and more
speci…c inferences are derived regarding the nature of covariate dependence.
Further, our main contribution here is in extending tests for proportion-
ality with respect to a continuous covariate against ordered alternatives in
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the presence of individual level unobserved heterogeneity with unrestricted
distribution. Here, counting process arguments do not hold, but we use em-
pirical process theory to extend standard two sample tests to this setup. In
conjunction with Bhattacharjee (2008), this work therefore extends many of
the two sample tests to the continuous covariate setup, and thereby makes
these tests more readily usable in real life applications.
Our test statistics for proportional hazards have the formZ

()()()() (24)
where ()() and ()() are stochastic processes involving data from all the
 observations, ()() is manageable and ()() has a continuous probabil-
ity limit. We show how modern empirical process theory (Pollard, 1990) in
combination with Sengupta et al. (1998) can be used to derive asymptotic
theory for the statistics like (24). By contrast, for testing absence of covariate
dependence, we used statistics like
X
=1
Z

()()() (25)
which are standard in the analysis of failure time data based on counting
processes. Asymptotic results typically follow from counting process theory
(Andersen et al., 1993), under the conditions that () are martingales (or
local martingales) and ()() is a predictable process.
Several areas of further research emerge from our work. First, the develop-
ment of asymptotic arguments for statistics like (24) is useful in contexts well
beyond the current application.23 For example, in the context of unobserved
heterogeneity models, one can think of alternate statistics constructed by
plugging-in the estimated heterogeneity distribution in the counting process
martingale. Exploration of these and other applications is beyond our current
scope. Second, the proposed methods raise important new research questions
relating to inference on the changepoint in hazard regression models, and on
e¤ective and e¢cient ways to conduct joint inference on several continuous
covariates. These problems will be retained for future work. Third, we
consider the possibility of new inference tools for duration data, where infer-
ences on duration dependence over subsamples can be potentially combined
23In fact, the tests proposed here do not fully use the strengths of this methodology.
While monotonicity of () simpli…es our arguments, the condition required is that the
process has a …nite pseudodimension (Pollard, 1990). Similarly, the main condition re-
quired of () is that it has a continuous probability limit.
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with pooled inference for unoberved heterogeneity across the whole sam-
ple. Development of such methods will be useful extensions of the current
work. Fourth, the proposed tests for proportional hazards in the presence
of unobserved heterogeneity, together with the application considered here,
further emphasize the importance of considering such heterogeneity together
with monotonic covariate e¤ects in empirical studies. Joint modeling of non-
proportional covariate e¤ects and unrestricted unobserved heterogeneity is
therefore important. Finally, our work highlights the limitations of currently
available approaches for inference on unrestricted univariate unobserved het-
erogeneity in duration models. This is currently an active research area, and
further developments will emerge in coming years.
Appendix 1: Proofs of the Results
Proof of Theorem 1
It follows from standard counting process arguments (see, for example, Andersen
et al., 1993) that, under 0 (8), for  = 1     ,
2 (1 2) =
2X
=1
Z

0
(1 2)()

£
1 ¡  ( 1) f ( 1) +  ( 2)g¡1
¤
( )
where  is the Kronecker delta function, and ( )  = 1       = 1 2 are
the innovation martingales corresponding to the counting processes ( )  =
1       = 1 2.
Therefore, ( )  = 1       = 1 2 are independent Gaussian processes
with zero means, independent increments and variance functions
  [( )] =
Z

0
¤ ( )
( )

Since dVar [2 (1 2)] is a consistent estimator for the variance of 2 (1 2)
(Gill and Schumacher, 1987; Andersen et al., 1993), we have as  ¡! 1,
2 (1 2)=
2 (1 2)qdVar [2 (1 2)]
¡! (0 1)  = 1     
The proof of the Theorem would follow, if it further holds that 2 (1 2) 
 = 1      are asymptotically independent.
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This follows from a version of Rebolledo’s central limit theorem (see Andersen
et al., 1993), noting that the innovation martingales corresponding to components
of a vector counting process are orthogonal, and the vector of these martingales
asymptotically converge to a Gaussian martingale.
It follows that 26664
2 (11 12)
2 (21 22)
...
2 (1 2)
37775 ¡!  (0 Ir) 
where  is the identity matrix of order . Proofs of (a), (b) and (c) follow.
¤
Proof of Corollary 1
Proof follows from the well known result in extreme value theory regarding the
asymptotic distribution of the maximum of a sample of iid (0 1) variates (see,
for example, Berman, 1992), and invoking the -method by noting that maxima
and minima are continuous functions.
¤
Proof of Corollary 2
From Theorem 1, we have:26664
2 (11 12)
2 (21 22)
...
2 (1 2)
37775 ¡!  (0 Ir) 
where  is the identity matrix of order . The proof follows straightaway.
¤
Proof of Theorem 2
Recall that our basic statistics, conditional on the covariate pair (1 2), are
(1 2) =
Z
¤
0
(1 2)()b0 ( 1) ¡Z ¤
0
(1 2)()b0 ( 2) 
We …rst show that the above statistic converges weakly to a mean zero normal
distribution under the null hypothesis, then show that the variance estimator is
consistent, so that the standardised statistic is asymptotically standard normal,
and …nally that the statistics are aysmptotically independent for di¤erent pairs of
covariate values. The proof then follows from Theorem 1 above.
For proving weak convergence of the basic statistic, we make use of Theorem
3.1 (Sengupta et al., 1998). In order to study the convergence of   = 1 2, we
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replace () and () in the above theorem by
hb0 ( 1) : b0 ( 2)i
and [(1 2)()], respectively.
It follows from Horowitz (1999) (Corollary 1.1) thatµb0 ( 1)b0 ( 2)
¶
¡!
µ
0 ( 1)
0 ( 2)
¶

for  2 [0 ¤], and by our assumptions, 0 ( ) are continuous functions on
[0 ¤].
Now, by our assumption, the weight function (1 2)() is monotone. Since
monotone functions have pseudodimension 1, the process (1 2)() is manage-
able (Pollard, 1990; Bilias et al., 1997). It then follows from the functional central
limit theorem (Pollard, 1990) that (1 2)() converges weakly to a Gaussian
process.
Now, by applying Theorem 3.1 of Sengupta et al. (1998), we haveµR ¤
0
¡12 [(1 2)()¡ (1 2)()] b0 ( 1) R
¤
0
¡12 [(1 2)()¡ (1 2)()] b0 ( 2) 
¶
¡!
µR ¤
0
0 ( 1)  (1 2)()R
¤
0
0 ( 2)  (1 2)()
¶

where (1 2)() is the asymptotic mean process corresponding to (1 2)(),
and  (1 2)() is a Gaussian process. It follows thatZ
¤
0

¡12 [(1 2)()¡ (1 2)()] 
hb0 ( 1)¡ b0 ( 2)i 
¡!
Z
¤
0
[0 ( 1)¡ 0 ( 2)]  (1 2)()
This completes the …rst part of the proof.
The above limiting distribution is Gaussian with mean zero, and varianceZ
¤
0
Z
¤
0
()() ( ^ ) 
where
() = [0 ( 1)¡ 0 ( 2)]
and  () is the variance process of the limiting distribution of

¡12 [(1 2)()¡ (1 2)()] 
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Since, conditional on the covariate pair (1 2), () is consistently estimated
by hb0 ( 1)¡ b0 ( 2)i 
and  () is estimated consistently (pointwise) by the sample variance of(1 2)(),dVar [(1 2)] is a consistent estimator of the variance of (1 2).
Since dVar [ (1 2)] is a consistent estimator for the variance of  (1 2),
we have as  ¡! 1,
 (1 2)=
 (1 2)qdVar [ (1 2)]
¡! (0 1)  = 1     
The proof of the Theorem will now follow, if it further holds that  (1 2) 
 = 1      are asymptotically independent. This follows because sampling is in-
dependent for the counting processes  ( ) conditional on di¤erent covariate
values  ( = 1     ;  = 1 2).
It follows that 26664
 (11 12)
 (21 22)
...
 (1 2)
37775 ¡!  (0 Ir) 
where  is the identity matrix of order . Proofs of (a), (b) and (c) follow.
¤
Proof of Corollary 3
Proof follows exactly in the same way as Corollary 1.
¤
Proof of Theorem 3
With discrete data, the problem is …nite dimensional, and therefore the proofs are
simpler. Our basic statistics, conditional on the covariate pair (1 2), are
(1 2) =
X
=1
(1 2)
£b1 ¡ b2¤
We follow a similar approach to the proof of Theorem 1, …rst showing that the
above statistic converges weakly to a mean zero normal distribution under the
null hypothesis, then showing that the variance estimator is consistent, so that
the standardised statistic is asymptotically standard normal, and …nally that the
statistics are aysmptotically independent for di¤erent pairs of covariate values.
The proof then follows from Theorem 1.
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Since (1 2) is a …nite linear combination of statistics like(1 2)b
( = 1      ;  = 1     ;  = 1 2), weak convergence of the basic statistic fol-
lows from weak convergence of a vector comprising all the above statistics to the
multivariate normal distribution.
Arguing as in Theorem 2, monotonicity of the weight function (1 2) im-
plies it has pseudodimension 1, and therefore the process (1 2) is manageable
(Pollard, 1990; Bilias et al., 1997). It then follows from the functional central limit
theorem (Pollard, 1990) that (1 2) converges weakly to a Gaussian process.
Further, b are consistent estimators of the corresponding parameters  ,
implying that b ¡!  . Weak convergence of (1 2) to a mean zero
Gaussian distribution now follows by application of Slutsky’s theorem, continuous
mapping theorem and the multivariate central limit theorem.
Next, the variance of the limiting distribution is given by
X
=1
X
=1
£
1 ¡ 2
¤

£
1 ¡ 2
¤

2
^(1 2)
where 2 (1 2) is the variance process of the limiting distribution of (1 2).
Since, conditional on the covariate pair (1 2),
£
1 ¡ 2
¤
is consistently
estimated by
£b1 ¡ b2¤, and 2 (1 2) is estimated consistently by the
sample variance of (1 2), dVar [(1 2)] is a consistent estimator of the
variance of (1 2). Therefore, as  ¡! 1,
 (1 2)=
 (1 2)qdVar [ (1 2)]
¡! (0 1)  = 1     
The proof of the Theorem would follow, if it further holds that  (1 2) 
 = 1      are asymptotically independent. This follows because sampling is in-
dependent for the counting processes  ( ) conditional on di¤erent covariate
values  ( = 1     ;  = 1 2). Therefore, we have26664
 (11 12)
 (21 22)
...
 (1 2)
37775 ¡!  (0 Ir) 
where  is the identity matrix of order . Proofs of (a), (b) and (c) follow.
¤
Proof of Corollary 4
Proof follows exactly in the same way as the proof of Corollary 1.
¤
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Appendix 2: Test based on Gørgens and Horowitz (1999)
The estimator proposed by Gørgens and Horowitz (1999) is an extension of
Horowitz (1996) to include censoring. It is valid for the more general transforma-
tion model and imposes the scale normalisation restricting one of the regression
coe¢cients to be unity (positive or negative). Like the estimator in Horowitz
(1999), this estimator too cannot directly accomodate time varying covariates.
However, an attractive feature of this approach is that the estimator for the base-
line cumulative hazard function converges to a Gaussian process with a consistent
estimator for the covariance function.
For our purpose, we adjust the Gørgens and Horowitz (1999) estimator in the
following way. First, we assume that the e¤ect of the other covariates  has been
modeled a priori and an appropriate MNPH model (2) has been found. Next, we
adjust the model in a way suitable for our test. Speci…cally, what we require are
estimators of the processesZ

0
(1 2)()0( )  = 1 2
where (1 2)() is the random weight function corresponding to the covariate
pair (1 2). Now,
R

0
(1 2)()0( ) is the cumulative baseline hazard
function in the modi…ed regression model

¤ (j =    ) = [(1 2)()0( )]
 exp
£¡ ln(1 2)() + () () + ¤ 
where ln(1 2)() is an additional time varying covariate. This model can
now be estimated using the Gørgens and Horowitz (1999) estimator. An attractive
feature of this procedure is that the scale normalisation is automatically satis…ed,
since the new covariate ln(1 2)() has a regression coe¢cient ¡1.
Note that since the MNPH model with time varying covariates is not a trans-
formation model, the estimation method does not directly allow for time varying
covariates. But, in the case that the corresponding coe¢cient is …xed, this can be
addressed by substituting the covariate value by an average over the duration of the
time varying covariate. This procedure can be followed for the additional covariate
above, by substituting for it the average value
R

0
¡1 ln(1 2)().
Likewise, time varying coe¢cients for other covariates are included in the model
using histogram sieves, by interacting each such covariate with various duration
intervals, and treating the resulting covariates as constant.
We denote the resulting estimator for the baseline cumulative hazard function,
conditional on a given value for the index covariate,  = , by b¤(12) ³   b´.
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Similar assumptions are required here as the above method using the Horowitz
(1999) estimator, with the following modi…cations:
Assumption 7a ( Identi…ability conditions)
(a) In addition to covariates and censoring, unobserved heterogeneity  is in-
dependent of the weight function (1 2)().
(b) The e¤ect of one of the covariates, in our case (1 2)(), is scaled to §1
(scale normalisation).
(d) Censoring is independent of , and possibly depends on , but only through
the weight function (1 2)().
Some qualifying comments are required for our implementation of the Gørgens
and Horowitz (1999) estimator. First, dependence between unobserved hetero-
geneity and the weight function is a strong assumption in our case. We take the
view that the relevant component of unobserved heterogeneity here is its projection
onto the orthogonal space of the covariates and the weight function. This is in line
with interpretation of unobserved heterogeneity as the e¤ect of omitted covariates.
Second, Gørgens and Horowitz (1999) allow censoring to depend on the covariates
through the single index, which in our case is ¡ ln(1 2)() + () ().
We assume independent censoring. However, since the weight function itself may
depend on the censoring pattern, we allow censoring to depend on  , but only
through the weight function. Third, as discussed above, the scale normalisation
has a natural interpretation in our case, since the weight function has a regression
coe¢cient of ¡1. Fourth, like the Horowitz (1999) procedure, appropriate choice
of bandwidths and tuning parameters is di¢cult, and a potential limitation of this
approach. Finally, while the test statistic is obtained quite easily using the above
procedure, variance estimation is more di¢cult. For this purpose, we suggest the
weighted and nonparametric bootstrap developed in Kosorok et al. (2004), which
are valid under a wide class of continuous unobserved heterogeneity distributions.
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